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Abstract
Automated gear-shifts are critical procedures for the driveline as they are demanded to work
as fast and accurate as possible. The torque control of a driveline is especially important for
the driver’s feeling of driveability. In the case of gear-shifts and torque control in general,
the boost pressure is key to achieve good response and thereby a fast gear-shift.
An experimental study is carried out to investigate the phenomena of boost pressure drop
during gear-shift and gather data for the modelling work. Results confirm the stated fact on
the influence of boost pressure drop on gear-shift completion time and also indicate a clear
linear dependence between initial boost pressure and the following pressure drop.
A dynamic predictive model of the engine is developed with focus on implementation in
a heavy duty truck, considering limitations computational complexity and calibration need
between truck configurations. The resulting approach is based on a mean value modelling
scheme that uses engine control system parameters and functions when possible. To be able
to be predictive, a model for demanded torque and engine speed during the gear-shift is
developed as reference inputs to the simulation. The simulation is based on a filling and
emptying process throughout the engine dynamics, and yields final values of several engine
variables such as boost pressure.
The model is validated and later evaluated in comparison to measurements gathered in test
vehicle experiments and in terms of robustness to input and model deviations. Computer
simulations yield estimations of the boost pressure drop within acceptable limits. Considering estimations used prior to this thesis the performance is good. Input deviations and
modelling inaccuracies are found to inflict significant but not devastating deviations to the
model output, possibly more over time with ageing of hardware taken into account.
Final implementation in a heavy duty truck ecu is carried out with results indicating that
the current implementation of the module is relatively computationally heavy. At the time
of ending the thesis it is not possible to analyse its performance further, and it is suggested
that the module is optimized in terms of computational efficiency.
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Abstract
Automated gear-shifts are critical procedures for the driveline as they are demanded to work as fast and accurate as possible. The torque control of a driveline is especially important for the driver’s feeling of driveability. In the case
of gear-shifts and torque control in general, the boost pressure is key to achieve
good response and thereby a fast gear-shift.
An experimental study is carried out to investigate the phenomena of boost pressure drop during gear-shift and gather data for the modelling work. Results confirm the stated fact on the influence of boost pressure drop on gear-shift completion time and also indicate a clear linear dependence between initial boost
pressure and the following pressure drop.
A dynamic predictive model of the engine is developed with focus on implementation in a heavy duty truck, considering limitations computational complexity
and calibration need between truck configurations. The resulting approach is
based on a mean value modelling scheme that uses engine control system parameters and functions when possible. To be able to be predictive, a model for
demanded torque and engine speed during the gear-shift is developed as reference inputs to the simulation. The simulation is based on a filling and emptying
process throughout the engine dynamics, and yields final values of several engine
variables such as boost pressure.
The model is validated and later evaluated in comparison to measurements gathered in test vehicle experiments and in terms of robustness to input and model
deviations. Computer simulations yield estimations of the boost pressure drop
within acceptable limits. Considering estimations used prior to this thesis the
performance is good. Input deviations and modelling inaccuracies are found to
inflict significant but not devastating deviations to the model output, possibly
more over time with ageing of hardware taken into account.
Final implementation in a heavy duty truck ecu is carried out with results indicating that the current implementation of the module is relatively computationally heavy. At the time of ending the thesis it is not possible to analyse its
performance further, and it is suggested that the module is optimized in terms of
computational efficiency.
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Air
After
Before
Compressor
Coolant
Exhaust
Engine
Exhaust Manifold
Fuel
Friction
Gross
Heat Transfer
Indicated (Work)
Intercooler
Ignition
Intake Manifold
Inflow
Injection
Mechanical
Outflow
Pump
Reference
Turbine
Turbocharger
Volumetric
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Notation

Abreviations
Abreviation
amt
ann
cad
can
ci
cpu
cvt
dct
ecu
egr
ems
fem
fgt
gms
mvm
narmax
opc
pc
scr
si
vgt

Meaning
Automatic Manual Transmission
(Artificial) Neural Network
Crank Angle Degree
Controller Area Network
Compression Ignited
Central Processing Unit
Continuously Variable Transmission
Dual Clutch Transmission
Engine Control Unit
Exhaust Gas Recirculation
Engine Management System
Filling & Emptying (Model)
Fixed Geometry Turbo
Gearbox Management System
Mean Value Modeling
Nonlinear Auro-Regressive Moving Average eXogenous
Opticruise (Scania Automatic Transmission System)
Personal Computer
Selective Catalytic Reduction
Spark Ignited
Variable Geometry Turbo
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Introduction

1.1

Background

A large challenge in designing a truck is the issue of driveability, which makes
the driver feel comfortable and in control of the vehicle. As measure of driveability several aspects can be lifted, such as driveline oscillations and acceleration
response which are both important parts of control design. Different systems in
the truck need to take this design aspect into account and not least the entire
driveline, which is responsible for everything regarding the propulsion. This is
especially true for critical situations such as shifting gears and since automatic
transmissions are widely used the responsibility of driveability lands on the automatic control systems that govern this procedure.
There is a wide selection of automatic transmissions in heavy trucks today. Some
examples are; the traditional torque converter, which in effect uses a hydraulic
clutch, the Continuously Variable Transmission (cvt) that allows continuous control of the gear ratio or the Automated Manual Transmission (amt) with variations such as the Dual Clutch Transmission (dct). The system used in Scania
trucks is a type of amt and has been the object of study in this thesis, more specifically the system developed by Scania is called Opticruise (opc). Its transmission
procedure has many similarities to the manual one governed by a human driver,
but is controlled automatically by the gearbox and engine management systems
(gms and ems) during gear-shift, hence the name amt.
In short, gear shifts are done to keep the engine speed in a range in which it can
deliver the torque demanded by the driver. When performing an automatic gearshift, the main decision point for when and which gear to shift to, is how long the
gear-shift would take at that point. That is, after engaging a new gear and closing
1
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the clutch, how long would it take to return to the demanded torque again?
One key factor to the torque response, and not only in gear-shifting, is the state
of the boost pressure. Since this pressure drops severely during gear-shifts it is
of large interest to study this closer. Listed below are a number of situational
parameters that could affect the boost pressure outcome. These are in several
cases strongly interdependent:
• Initial boost pressure (before gear-shift).
• Engine speed during the gear-shift, directly coupled to the turbocharger
speed.
• Engine torque demand.
• Current gear.
• How many steps of gear the gear box aims to shift.
• If it is an upward or downward shift.
• Fast or slow gear shifting strategy.
• Ambiental conditions.
• Time until torque can be delivered again.
• Positions of actuators, for instance intake throttle, waste gate or exhaust
brake.

1.2

Objectives

This thesis will treat the gear-shifting procedure in heavy duty trucks with focus
on the engine control aspect. More specifically the thesis aims to:
1. Develop a predictive model of the boost pressure during gear-shift.
• The model is to be implemented in the engine control system code and
incorporated into the system used today.
• The model is to be tested in a heavy duty truck.
• The aim of the robustness level is that it should allow to be used for
different engine configurations.
• The model functionality is to be evaluated and quantified in terms of
boost pressure estimation accuracy compared to initial experiments.
• The model robustness is to be evaluated and quantified through a sensitivity analysis.
• The model itself is to be evaluated and quantified in terms of computational load and speed.
2. Suggest possible improvements to gear-shifts in general.
• These improvements are to be evaluated and quantified in terms of
gear-shifting speed and accuracy.

1.3

Delimitations

3

3. If time permits, possible improvements of the torque response estimation
will be investigated using the new model for calculating the on-ramp.

1.3

Delimitations

• To reduce modelling work by limiting the width of the scope the driveline
of interest has been specified with the following attributes:
– Only fixed geometry turbochargers (fgt) will be considered since the
boost pressure drop is bigger in these cases.
– The modelling will not consider two-stage turbochargers for the same
reason.
– The engine either has no exhaust gas recirculation (egr), which is the
case for most fgt engines, or it is deactivated during gear-shifts.
• Test vehicle availability limits the choice of driveline specifications further:
– Only transmissions using lay shaft brake will be considered. This decreases the synchronizing phase (see Section 2.1).
– Only gear-shifts using torque controlled ramps will be considered. This
increases drive comfort but could also increase down-ramping time
(see Section 2.1).
• Since there are limited possibilities to run gear-shifts in test cells, the only
tests will be performed in test vehicles. This has the benefit of capturing
the entire driveline dynamics.
• Some external conditions that limit the possibilities are current status of for
instance interfaces between the gearbox and engine control systems, can
bus capacity for sending data and available processing power. However,
suggestions that are limited by these factors would still be relevant in case
of future redesign of the system, which is not unlikely.

1.4

Related Research

In the area of amt modelling and control there has been much research in several
aspects. Although this thesis focuses on the engine control aspect of a gear-shift
some insight to the principles of amt can be found in more general literature.
Glielmo et al. [2006] treats gear-shift control strategies and gives a basic picture
of an amt process. In Pettersson and Nielsen [2000] engine controlled gear-shifts
are discussed and a drive shaft torsion model is proposed in order to avoid driveline oscillations. Furthermore, since this thesis focuses on Scania’s opc, much
research is found internally at Scania.
To the basic knowledge of engines both Heywood [1988] and Bosch Gmbh [2007]
are valuable sources, the first focuses on internal combustion while the latter

4
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provides a wider perspective on entire automotive systems in general. Apart
from the basics on engines and drivelines including amt gear-shift operations,
Eriksson and Nielsen [2014] thoroughly presents physical mean value models
(mvm) of a larger part of the system.
Related to this thesis is the topic of air path and charge estimation and modelling.
In Payri et al. [1999] and Galindo et al. [2014] methods of engine modelling are
discussed briefly. In the latter a combination of the 0D Filling & Emptying Models (fem) and mvm for air path modelling is chosen depending on the purpose.
For transient and control oriented models where the output is represented by the
boost pressure the fem is suggested while mvm is suggested for matching calculations where, inversely, the output gives actuators positions achieving the boost
pressure objective. The validity of such models is examined further in Chevalier
et al. [2000] and Hendricks et al. [1996]. Extensive work in air charge estimation
on a turbocharged SI-Engine has been done using the above mentioned methods
in Andersson [2005]. This topic is taken further in Turin et al. [2009] where the
parameters of the static physical mvm are corrected on-line using Kalman filters.
Fredriksson and Egardt [2003] suggests a smoke limiting boost pressure control
model but for a Diesel engine with variable geometry turbocharger (vgt), which
also is the case in Guzzella and Amstutz [1998].
As an alternative to the above, data driven modelling approaches can be mentioned. These models are known as black box models and are obtained through a
system identification process. Different approaches to this and modelling in general can be found in Ljung and Glad [2004]. As examples in engine modelling,
Perez et al. [2006] uses Wiener-Hammerstein models and in Zito and Landau
[2005] narmax models are used.
More advanced, also data driven, concepts are dealt with in Uzun [2014], He and
Rutland [2002] and Yin and Ge [2001] where Artificial Neural Networks (ann
or just nn) are used for modelling engines. This approach is then extended with
help of physical modelling in Brahma et al. [2003].
Although some of these models actually aim for low complexity, most of them
are not suitable for implementation in the ecu of an ems to perform predictive
calculations. Moreover, in order to be predictive the model cannot rely on realtime updated measurements. In Darnfors and Johansson [2012], which is largely
inspired by Chiara et al. [2011], a similar task for the same predictive application
has been performed. This thesis, however, focuses on the boost pressure and ecu
implementation of the model.

1.5

1.5

Thesis Outline
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Thesis Outline

Here follows a description of how the thesis is structured:
Chapter 1 - Introduction The first chapter presents the problem to be solved
and sets the scope of the thesis while also relating it to previous research in
the area.
Chapter 2 - Theory This chapter describes the theory behind the system to give
the reader a deeper understanding of the problem and lay a base to the
modelling.
Chapter 3 - Experiments Here the experimental part of the thesis is described.
Chapter 4 - Modelling The modelling chapter addresses the development process of the model.
Chapter 5 - Results and Discussion This is where the results from experiments,
model testing and implementation are presented together with a performance and sensitivity analysis of the model.
Chapter 6 - Conclusions The finishing chapter draws conclusions on the results
and suggests directions of future work in the area.

2

Theory

This chapter will describe the system more in detail going to give understanding
for the system and thereby the objectives as well. In Section 2.1 the automated
gear-shifting system and procedure is explained and in Section 2.2 theory on the
compression ignited engine with models of the physical relations are presented
as a base to the modelling work.

2.1

Automatic Gear-shifts

Gear-shifts in general are done to keep the engine in a speed range in which
it can deliver the demanded torque efficiently. The transmission can either be
controlled manually by the driver, or automatically by a control system, often referred to as the gearbox management system (gms). Based on current parameters
such as speed and acceleration, the gms can decide to perform a gear-shift. These
parameters serve to know when the engine would reach the limit for a suitable
engine speed, referred to as gear-shift speed. For reference, see Figure 2.1, Graph
B.
The calculation of when and how many gears to shift takes into account how
long it would take to return to the demanded torque in the new gear after the
gear-shift, which depends on how fast the on-ramp can be done. For different
configurations of gear-shifts, i.e. how many steps and from which gear, there
exists calibrated times within which the demanded torque should be reached.
The gear-shift control procedure is further explained in the following sections.

7
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Figure 2.1:
A) Conceptual representation of the engine torque during an upwards gearshift. The blue dashed lines divide the procedure into its three phases.
B) Conceptual representation of the engine speed during an upwards gearshift starting as the engine reaches the gear-shift speed.
C) Conceptual representation of the boost pressure drop during an upwards
gear-shift.

2.2

Compression Ignited Engine

2.1.1

9

Torque and Speed Control Procedure

An amt gear-shift is similar to the one of a manually controlled transmission. It
is based on controlling the engine torque and speed whilst performing the actual
changing of gears in the transmission. This procedure can be divided into three
phases, which can be seen in Figure 2.1.
During the first phase the engine output torque is reduced down to zero in a downramp to allow the clutch to decouple the transmission. The ramp is designed to
give a smooth and comfortable gear-shift, i.e. avoiding driveline oscillations by
not dropping the fuel injection flat in one step. This is as long as the situation
allows for it, as more critical situations demand faster ramps.
The synchronization phase starts when the clutch has been decoupled, meaning
the engine and transmission speeds have to be synchronized with the speed corresponding to the new gear, called the target speed. For a down-shift the target
speed is higher, demanding the engine to bring up the speed, whilst an up-shift
requires the engine and transmission to be braked. The transmission is braked
by the lay shaft brake, and the engine is braked by the exhaust brake which will
be described further in Section 2.2.5.
When the new gear has been engaged and the clutch fully closed, the engine can
return to deliver the torque demanded by the driver. This is done by an on-ramp
restricted by driveline oscillations and the fact that a play in the clutch and the
elasticity in the drive shafts needs to be winded up.

2.2

Compression Ignited Engine

Commonly used in most heavy duty trucks and several cars is the compression
ignited (ci) engine. Unlike the spark ignited (si) engine, which ignites the already
mixed air and fuel with a spark, the ci combustion starts as the fuel is injected
at very high pressures in the compression phase of the cylinder. Apart from
this, the torque control of the ci engine is based on amount of fuel injected (see
Section 2.2.8) as is not the case for the si engine. The si engine controls torque
by regulating air flow with throttle opening. It then matches the fuel injection to
keep a quite delicate balance of air to fuel ratio as an optimal trade-off between
emission types. In contrast, the ci engine by necessity uses supercharging (see
Section 2.2.6) to guide air into the engine only to stay above a lower limit on air
to fuel ratio. This means that it normally runs on higher air to fuel ratios, which
are determined by the air supply to the cylinders. The following sections will
describe the most relevant topics of the ci engine gas path, with in particular,
boost pressure modelling in mind.

10
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Gas Path

Figure 2.2 shows an illustration of a turbocharged engine gas path including the
air filter, compressor, intercooler, throttle, cylinder, turbine, waste gate, exhaust
brake and after treatment which are all separated by pipes and manifolds.

Figure 2.2: Figure describing the gas flow through a turbocharged ci engine.
Ambient air enters through the air filter, is compressed and led through the
intercooler to the intake manifold before entering the cylinder. Fuel is added
in the cylinder and after combustion, the exhaust gases pass through the
turbine to the after treatment system.
All components but the compressor will give induce certain pressure drops due
to frictions in the air flow based on the flow rate and obstructive geometry. Components modelled after this attribute are called restrictions and they determine
the passing mass flow (see Section 2.2.3). This includes the engine block that
creates the pumping work in the gas path as well as the compressor and turbine.
The pipes and manifolds that separate the restrictions are subject to pressure and
temperature changes due to in and out mass flows and heat exchange to the environment and can be modelled as control volumes, which are explained further
in Section 2.2.2. (Andersson [2005])
Boost Pressure

The boost pressure refers to the pressure of the air in the intake manifold right
before entering the cylinders. The ideal gas law in Equation 2.1 for the intake
manifold states that the boost pressure, pim , is depending on the intake manifold
volume, Vim , which is constant, the specific gas constant for air, Rair (neglecting
humidity variations), the temperature Tim , and the current air mass, mim , in the
intake manifold.
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p=

mRT
V

(2.1)

The temperature and air mass depend on the ambient conditions and the turbocharger power which in turn depends on the operating points of the engine
and its actuators. Further in this chapter, the components affecting the boost
pressure will be explained and the physical relations presented.

2.2.2

Control Volumes

A thermodynamic control volume is a selected volume of a system that stores
mass and energy. Figure 2.3 shows the mass and energy exchange in the form of
mass and heat flows between the control volume and its environment. The energy rate balance for the volume can be stated as in Equation 2.2 where, as often
done, kinetic and potential energy has been neglected.
dU
= Ẇ + U̇in − U̇out − Q̇
dt

(2.2)

Here, E is the energy of the system, W denotes the total work, U internal energy
and Q is the heat exchange. The work on a control volume can be divided into
the work related to the pressure to introduce mass at in- and outlets (flow work)
and all other work such as boundary displacements or shaft movements. The
flow work can be expressed in terms of volume flow and pressure at the in- and
outlets.
Ẇ = Ẇcv + pin V̇in − pout V̇out

(2.3)

Here, Wcv represents the other types of work. Inserting 2.3 into 2.2 and introducing the definition of enthalpy H in Equation 2.4 yields Equation 2.5.
H = U + pV

(2.4)

dU
= Ẇcv + Ḣin − Ḣout − Q̇
dt

(2.5)

Now, under the assumptions of ideal gases (Equation 2.1) and that the specific
heat capacities for constant volume and pressure, cv and cp respectively are constant, the internal energy and enthalpy can be expressed through Equations 2.6
and 2.7. A common assumption is that the volume is well-stirred so that incoming energy is instantly spread and the temperature is homogeneous throughout
the volume. (Moran et al. [2011])
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Figure 2.3: A control volume with exchanging energies in forms of mass
flow, heat flux and work.

U = mcv T

(2.6)

Ḣ = ṁcp T

(2.7)

To formulate dynamic models for the piping and manifold volumes, either separately or lumped together, there are two common ways to simplify the models.
The first is to assume an isothermal process where the temperature is constant. In
this case the gas law and mass balance are sufficient to express the model since
the energy conservation has been neglected to let the temperature T stay constant. The mass state is given by the difference in in- and outgoing mass flows as
in Equation 2.8, which is then used in the gas law from Equation 2.1 to give the
pressure state
dm
= ṁin − ṁout
dt
dp RT dm
=
dt
V dt

(2.8)
(2.9)

Another, more detailed approach is to add a temperature state as a consequence
of the energy exchange and in turn extend the pressure state due to the temperature change. The temperature state is essentially the differentiation of Equation
2.6 inserted in Equation 2.5 together with Equation 2.4, where the work Wcv has
been disregarded for these types of volumes. Furthermore, the flow work p V̇ has
been rewritten using the gas law to fit the current choice of state variables. Differentiation of the gas law gives the pressure state. (Eriksson and Nielsen [2014])
i
1 h
dT
=
ṁin cv (Tin − T ) + R(Tin ṁin − T ṁout ) − Q̇
dt
mcv
dp RT dm mR dT
=
+
dt
V dt
V dt

(2.10)
(2.11)
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Apart from the temperature and pressure states T and p respectively the model
is completed with the mass balance in Equation 2.8 which gives the mass state.
If it is assumed that no heat exchange towards the environment occurs, the heat
exchange Q̇ can be set to zero and the model is then called adiabatic.
In Chevalier et al. [2000] and Hendricks et al. [1996] the usage of mvm for engines is discussed and a study on isotherm and adiabatic models for manifolds is
presented. It is clear that between the two models, the adiabatic model is more
capable of following transients. However, mainly the transients in throttle tip-in
and tip-outs are referred to. Since the throttle in ci engines is not used for the
same purposes as in si engines the same fast dynamic effects are not as frequently
occurring. Therefore, in the case of modelling gear-shifts it is questionable how
much impact the difference would have.

2.2.3

Restrictions

The restrictions in the system all alter the mass flow and thereby the pressure of
the control volumes. These can, in terms of modelling strategy, be divided into
three subgroups. For low flow speed components an incompressible turbulent
flow can be assumed whilst for flows past throttling components it is common
to assume a compressible flow since these flows can reach sonic conditions. The
third group is application specific components that are modelled with separate
approaches. (Andersson [2005])




Incompressible flow restrictions 






Compressible flow restrictions 






Custom restrictions 



Air filter
Intercooler
After treatment
Intake throttle
Waste gate
Exhaust brake
Compressor
Cylinders
Turbine

Following, the incompressible and compressible flow restrictions will be explained
further. The custom restrictions are explained component wise in separate sections. In Section 2.2.6 models for the turbine and compressor gas dynamics as
well as the turbocharger shaft dynamics are presented. The cylinder combustion,
in terms of torque and temperature models, is explained in Section 2.2.8.
Incompressible Flow Restrictions

Mass flow restriction models can in general be inspired from the Darcy-Weisbach
Equation
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(2.12)

where f is the friction factor determined by the ruggedness of the pipe and turbulence level, L and D are length and diameter respectively. The mean flow speed v
can easily be rewritten to mass flow considering pipe cross section area and fluid
p
density and ρ = RT for ideal gases, yielding the expression for mass flow as
s
ṁ =

2 DA2 p p
∆p = C
f L RT

r

pp
∆p
T

(2.13)

where alternatively the parameter C can be determined through a least square
method given measurement data.
Compressible Flow Restrictions

Compressible flow restrictions like throttles are usually modelled by standard
orifice equations from Heywood [1988]
pbef
ṁ = p
Aef f Ψ (Π),
RTbef

Π=

paf t
pbef

(2.14)

where Aef f is the effective orifice open area that for practical modelling reasons
is the actual open area lumped together with the discharge coefficient which depends on the orifice geometry as in Eriksson and Nielsen [2014]. Π is the pressure
ratio across the valve, depending on which, one of two definitions for Ψ is used.
The critical pressure ratio at which the flow through the orifice reaches sonic velocity is defined as
2
Πcr =
γ +1

γ
! γ−1

(2.15)

where γ is the heat capacity ratio. To determine Ψ for sub critical flows Equation
2.16 is used, otherwise if the flow is choked, Equation 2.17 is used.
r
Ψ =

 2
γ+1 
2γ
Πγ − Π γ
γ −1

v
t
Ψ =

2
γ
γ +1

(2.16)

! γ+1
γ−1
(2.17)
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2.2.4

Intercooler

The intercooler aims to reduce the intake air temperature and is designed to exchange as much heat as possible. It thereby fills several purposes; one is to increase the air density so that more oxygen can enter the combustion chamber, another is that with lower combustion temperatures comes lower NOx-emissions.
(Heywood [1988]).
The pressure drop in the intercooler is suitable to model as an incompressible
flow restriction as presented in Equation 2.12. To take into account the temperature drop that is likely to occur under most operating conditions a model for
heat exchangers can be included. The heat exchanger can then be assumed to be
of type cross flow with both fluids unmixed, which is the case for most commonly
used intercoolers. Since the larger temperature drop is in the fluid with lowest air
mass flow, the model uses the ratio between the temperature differences between
incoming air, and outgoing air and coolant air as measure of effectiveness. This
yields Equation 2.19 as the outgoing temperature.
=

Tc − Tic
Tc − Tcool

Tic = Tc − (Tc − Tcool )

(2.18)
(2.19)

where incoming air Tc is the compressor outgoing temperature, Tic is the outgoing intercooler temperature and Tcool is the coolant air temperature, which
normally is the ambient temperature. (Brugård [1999])

2.2.5

Exhaust Gas Brake

The exhaust brake consists of a throttling mechanism that is placed after the
turbine. The main use is to brake the engine by closing the valve and building up
back-pressure in the exhaust manifold and thereby increasing the pumping work.
These effects can be used in other purposes as well, as for instance to heat exhaust
gases to hurry the heating of the catalyst or to limit the white smoke generation.
However, since exhaust gases are slowed down the turbocharger speed is directly
affected.
The exhaust brake could be modelled as a compressible turbulent restriction
since it has the basic properties of a throttle. Some aspects should however be
taken into account. The throttle plate is placed eccentrically on a shaft to enable a self-opening feature and the shaft is connected to an arm controlled by a
pneumatic proportional valve with a counteracting spring. Some characteristics
concerning the pneumatic system is for instance the delay in actuation and some
hysteresis in the proportional valve and the actuator, mainly due to the eccentricity of the axle. Furthermore, there is a possibility for an individual spread
amongst proportional valves.
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Figure 2.4: The exhaust gas brake mechanism.

2.2.6

Turbocharger

Used in most heavy duty trucks is some kind of supercharging method for increasing the intake air density. By doing this, the engine can be designed to be
smaller (downsizing) without sacrificing the power output, thus resulting in better fuel economy. One of the more common ways is to use a turbocharger where
a turbine propelled by the exhaust gas flow, through a shaft mechanically drives
a compressor placed at the air intake. (Eriksson and Nielsen [2014])
The turbocharger speed dynamics can be described as a power balance between
compressor and turbine. These are modelled separately and connected through
the shaft model based on Newton’s second law of motion in Equation 2.20. The
tc
turbocharger speed dynamics ωtc is here subject to the turbine power input dω
dt
and compressor power outtake Ẇc .
1 Ẇt
Ẇ
dωtc
=
ηm − c
dt
Jtc ωtc
ωtc

!
(2.20)

Where Jtc is the turbocharger inertia and ηm the mechanical inefficiency causing
a power loss at the power input. Both compressor and turbine characteristics are
usually determined experimentally to build models based on relations of pressure ratios, mass flows and temperatures. Equations 2.21 and 2.22 are the resulting generic models of mass flow ṁ and efficiency η of compressor and turbine,
which often are expressed as maps.
ṁ = fṁ (pbef , paf t , Tbef , ωtc )

(2.21)

η = (pbef , paf t , Tbef , ωtc )

(2.22)

Where ωtc is the turbocharger angular speed and indices bef and af t denote a
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quantity before and after the component respectively. Furthermore, Equation 2.5
for a control volume together with Equation 2.7 are suitable to express the powers for compressor and turbine. The assumption of steady state flow without heat
transfer in the components control volumes ( dE
dt = 0 and ṁin = ṁout ) yields Equations 2.24 and 2.23.
Ẇc = ṁc cp,c (Tc − Tair )

(2.23)

Ẇt = ṁt cp,c (Tem − Tt )

(2.24)

where Tc is the temperature after the compressor, Tair is the incoming air temperature, Tem is the exhaust manifold temperature and Tt is the temperature after
the turbine. The temperature after the component is found by assuming that an
ideal process is isentropic and expressing the inefficiency with a factor ηc for the
compressor and ηt for the turbine.

Ẇ


ηc = Ẇ c,ideal


c,actual


)
(

 p  γ−1


Tair
γ

c

−
1
T
=
T
+
 c
air
ηc
pair

(2.25)


Ẇ


ηt = Ẇt,actual


t,ideal


(
)

 p  γ−1


γ

t

T
=
T
−
η
T
1
−
 t
em
t em
pem

(2.26)

c

Here γ is the heat capacity ratio cp for air and exhaust gas respectively. However,
v
as turbines often operate at high temperatures that cause heat transfer, using the
assumption of no heat transfer could cause the efficiency to be overestimated. To
remedy this it is possible to express the turbine efficiency in terms of compressor
work and mechanical efficiency ηm as follows.
ηt =

2.2.7

Ẇc /ηm
Ẇt,ideal

(2.27)

Waste Gate

For turbochargers with fixed geometry (fgt) the turbine power can be controlled
by the waste gate that bypasses a certain amount of the exhaust gases past the
turbine. By controlling the opening of the valve, the turbocharger speed and
in turn the boost pressure can be controlled. For high loads it will also protect
the turbocharger from over-speeding. In cases necessary, the waste gate can be
modelled using the before mentioned Equation 2.14 for orifices.
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Combustion

The exhaust gas flow in a diesel engine involves both fuel injection ṁf and mass
flow from the intake manifold ṁim . Naturally, the exhaust output ṁe is a sum
of both as seen in Equation 2.28. The demanded torque (Equation 2.31), engine
operating efficiency and fuel heating value determine what amount of fuel to inject, while the amount of air depends on the intake manifold conditions, engine
volumetric efficiency and egr-fraction as seen in Equation 2.30. The amount can
also be adjusted by controlling the valve opening time and lift.
ṁe = ṁf + ṁim

(2.28)

The ratio between air and fuel in the engine is expressed in terms of relative
air/fuel ratio λ. Using a lambda sensor that measures relative oxygen levels in
the exhaust gases, the air/fuel ratio can be calculated according to Equation 2.29.
In ci engines the lambda sensor is usually only used for diagnostic purposes and
is placed in the after treatment system.
λ=

ma
mf (A/F)s

(2.29)

Air Flow

The mass flow into the cylinder is the same as the flow out of the intake manifold and is proportional to the intake pressure, volumetric efficiency ηvol and
inversely proportional to the intake temperature. If egr is not used the mass
flow can be assumed to be only air, otherwise the egr-fraction must be included.

p V
mim = ma + megr = ηvol N , pim , pem , rc , Teng im c
RTim

(2.30)

Where Vc is the cylinder volume and ηvol describes the engine’s effectiveness in
taking in new air into the cylinder. The volumetric efficiency depends on several engine parameters such as engine speed N , intake and exhaust manifold
pressure pim/em , compression ratio rc and engine temperature Teng . Either models of the volumetric efficiency derive from these physical relations or go more
towards black box approaches. (Eriksson and Nielsen [2014], Hendricks et al.
[1996], Jensen et al. [1991])
Torque Components

The total torque demand needs to cover the demanded output to the flywheel,
the torque consumed by auxiliary systems and inefficiencies of the combustion
engine. The main components in the cylinder work are, except from the produced
gross indicated work Wi,g , the coolant losses Wi,c , pumping losses Wi,p and friction losses Wf r . If Me is the engine torque output, its equation yields:
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Me =

Wi,g − Wi,p − Wf r − Wi,c
We
=
nr 2π
nr 2π

(2.31)

Where nr is the number of crank revolutions in a complete four-stroke power generation cycle. The gross indicated work is a function of injected fuel mass, fuel
heating value qLH V and a factor of operating efficiency η̃ig that lumps together
different loss factors like; losses in the ideal thermodynamic cycle ηf ,ig , suboptimal injection crank angle degree (cad) timing ηig (αinj ), remaining unburnt fuel
in the exhaust gases (mostly for rich mixtures λ) and combustion chamber heat
losses ηig,ch according to the following equation:


Wi,g = mf qLH V η̃ig ηf ,ig , ηig (αinj ), λ, ηig,ch

(2.32)

Temperature

The engine outgoing temperature Te is what remains of the input energy in the
exhaust gases after combustion. Therefore, one way to model the temperature is
to find out how much energy is input to the cylinder and how much does not exit
the cylinder through the exhaust gases. This can be modelled through the first
law of thermodynamics by summing the energy flows of the combustion components as in the following equation:
ṁe cp (Te − Tim ) = Q̇f − Ẇi,g − Q̇ht

(2.33)

where the left hand side lumps together the added temperature energy of the incoming air and fuel masses and cp is the specific heat capacity, which is assumed
to be constant and the same as for air. Here Tim is the air and fuel temperature (assuming the fuel has the same temperature as the air). Q̇f is the chemical energy
of the fuel:

Q̇f = ṁf qLH V ηλ

(2.34)

where qLH V is the lower heating value of the fuel and ηλ an efficiency factor
caused by the inability to completely burn too rich mixtures. Ẇi,g is the work
produced on the piston already explained in Equation 2.32. Q̇ht constitute the
heat transfer to the coolant system through the cylinder walls and must be derived from experimental data. However, another approach adopted from Tschanz
et al. [2013] is shown in Equation 2.35, where the part of the heat produced exiting with the exhaust gases is approximated by a function of engine speed N and
injected fuel ṁf .
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ṁe cp (Te − Tim ) = kT (Q̇f − Ẇi,g )



kT = ke + kN (N − Nref ) + kf (ṁf − ṁf ,ref )

Theory

(2.35)

Here the function kT has the parameters ke , kN and kf that need to be determined
through a least square estimation.

3

Experiments

This chapter describes how the experiments were set up and performed to yield
useful results. The main goal of the experiments was to carry out realistic and
repeatable situations while gathering data for statistical examination and signals
for validation during model development.

3.1

Experimental Set-up

Limited by the layout and topology of the Scania test course the below listed
situational variations while gear shifting were sought. However, focus was on
inducing the more critical gear-shifting situations under tougher loads.
• Shifts upwards and downwards
• Shifts of different number of steps
• At different accelerator pedal positions
• At different speeds/gear numbers
• Gear-shifting strategies of varying aggressiveness
• Different loads: uphill/downhill, different truck combination or while using retarder
• Accelerating from low boost pressure: Starting from stand still or low accelerator pedal position.
• If possible, induce failed gear-shifts.
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In order to conduct rewarding and repeatable experiments a few scenarios were
constructed. The scenarios are formulated in Table 3.1 below with first the action
and then what effects were tried to reach. Hills 1-4 are denotations of specific
hills in the Scania test course.
Table 3.1: Examples of constructed scenarios

3.1.1

Action

Outcome

Hill 1 at ~30km/h

Fast gear changes

Start in Hill 1

Shifting smaller steps
Low boost pressure

Hill 2 at ~40km/h

Part Load
Down gear-shifts

Start in Hill 3 (Tough)

Low boost pressure
Fast gear changes

Start downhill before Hill 3

High gear coming into tough hill
Fast gear changes

Rolling down Hill 4, ~60km/h,
Full gas when flattening

Shifting multiple steps
Low boost pressure

Starting at flat, full gas

Normal gear-shifts
Low boost pressure

Equipment

• Specified ems/gms Software Versions (continuously used)
• Logging equipment for both engine and gearbox
• 10Hz Sampling time
• Specifications of used trucks follow in Table 3.2

3.2

Deviations

The outcomes of the tests are presented as results in Section 5.1. There the particular results are plotted and discussed. On the test performance some remarks
can be lifted:
• For different truck configurations, particularly weight/power ratio, the scenarios produce different effects, which make them more or less suitable
for one truck or the other. This mainly affected the ability to induce situations with tougher load for the lighter truck, which lead to more frequent
retarder use.

3.2
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Table 3.2: Truck specifications
Name
Type
Weight
Engine Size/Power
Turbo/AT
Transmission

Clint

Bolsena

Hauler
~39 Tonnes
6-cyl /450hk
fgt/scr
opc, 2-pedal
Layshaft Brake

Distribution
~11 Tonnes
5-cyl /280hk
fgt/scr
opc, 2-pedal
Layshaft Brake

• In general, down-shifts occur more seldom but with larger downward gear
steps, which lead to fewer down-shift recordings.
• The experiments were performed during several occasions at which new
measurements and logged signals were added since the progressing modelling work introduced further investigation objectives.

4

Modelling

This chapter addresses the model development and validation process. It is presented what approaches have been used and the different parts of the model are
described.

4.1

Modelling Considerations

To model the system there are several approaches to choose between. These
vary in the range between black and white box modelling. A white box model
would completely rely on physical relations to explain the behaviour of the system, while a black box model would use a suitably parametrized mathematical
structure to explain the unknown relation between inputs and output. (Ljung
and Glad [2004])
The latter is preferable for complex non-linear systems with unknown physical
relations, while a simpler system could be modelled using a physical description.
In the middle case it is usual to combine these approaches by adding parameters
that can be fitted to account for simplifications in the physical models, these are
sometimes referred to as grey box models.
Listed below are some aspects of the system that restrict the modelling approach.
Predictability: The model needs to be able to foresee the boost pressure during
gear-shift. This means that for an initial operating point and a following
series of given engine reference signals the model should simulate the remaining parameters. Compared to a real-time simulated system, engine
parameters cannot be updated to continuously updated measurements.
Low complexity: To let the simulation be updated at a satisfactory frequency
25
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and not taking up too much cpu capacity in the ecu the model complexity
should for an acceptable accuracy level be kept low. If possible, already
implemented code in the control system should be used.
Robustness: Since the model should be valid for several engine configurations
the model should gather available parameter data from the system in cases
where it is possible. Otherwise, these parameters have to be calculated beforehand or on-line during operation by the system itself.

4.2

Development Approach

The approach is to model the engine so that the boost pressure during a gear-shift
can be simulated and extracted at the desired point in time. For this a physical
mvm is a suitable initial approach as a large part of the engine can be explained
with known relations that uses averaged values over several engine cycles and
neglects in-cycle variations, these are well covered in Eriksson and Nielsen [2014]
and Andersson [2005]. Furthermore, the engine control system already contains
functions and mapped data for calculating physical relations and can be used
in order to reduce calculation complexity, simplify models and make the model
easier to apply to a wider selection of engine configurations.

4.2.1

General Structure

The entire developed model consists of the two parts presented in Figure 4.1.
The first part simulates the gear-shift reference conditions, which are then used
as inputs to the second part that simulates the engine during the gear-shift and
outputs the boost pressure, further on referred to as the simulation model.

Figure 4.1: Reference input model and simulation model overview.
As gear-shifts are controlled by predefined sets of calibrated instructions for each
gear-shift type, these are used to model the reference inputs to the simulation
model. The instruction parameters are determined by current driving conditions
that can be gathered from sensors or ems-signals, which is explained further in
Section 4.3. Furthermore, the current states of signals and sensors are also used
as initial conditions for the simulation model.

4.3

Reference Input Model

4.2.2
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To validate models, the ems-signals logged during the experiments are used. This
is considered as a limitation in both modelling and validation since these measurements are less accurate than in test cells. These are also in some cases not
actual sensors but virtual sensors modelled in the ems code.
Static sub models are calibrated and validated against either scatter plots or time
based plots using other ems-signals as inputs. In the validation time plots presented in Section 4.4, a signal to indicate when gear-shifts occur is included as a
binary value, normalized to the other plotted parameters. This signal activates
just as the down-ramp starts and returns to zero as the clutch is re-engaged.
After validating these models individually they are plugged into the dynamic
relations to simulate the gear-shifts. In order to qualitatively assess the performance of the simulation, a number of time segments with individual gear-shifts
are manually selected from the experiments. By comparing sensor signals to
the modelled signals, conclusions on the performance can be made to find weaknesses in the model structure and parameter choices.
Initially, the logged signals for demanded torque and engine speed are used as
reference inputs. This ensures that the physical relations described in the models
are properly tested since modelling errors in the reference signals can be ruled
out, these are explained further in Section 4.3. At this stage parameter tuning is
done to fit the simulation model to the system behaviour, which is addressed in
detail in Section 4.5.

4.3

Reference Input Model

To simulate the process, the model only needs initial conditions, demanded torque
output and engine speed. Since the model needs to be predictive it can only use
information known prior to the gear-shift and from that build reference signals
of torque and engine speed. This approach has much in common with the one
used in Chiara et al. [2011], which inspires the schematic overview of the model
principle presented in Figure 4.1.
Considering the decision process for gear-shifting, there are two possible approaches to acquire information to model the reference inputs for a certain gearshift. Either the model receives finally decided ramping and syncing strategies
that would be sent on the can-bus, or it makes use of calibration data and imitates the actual ramp calculations. Here the latter approach has been chosen in
order to avoid can-traffic that requires design of a new interface for the price of
possible modelling inaccuracy.
Furthermore, since the decision of which gear to choose, i.e. how many steps to
shift, is to be based on the outcome of this model a paradox of which target speed
to simulate for appears. To break this circular dependence, reference profiles of
five target speeds are modelled. Out of the results it is then possible to interpolate
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a final boost pressure for any target speed, on which the gear-shift decision can
be based.

4.3.1

Speed Profile

During the down ramping the speed can either be assumed to stay constant or
keep constant acceleration. In case of noise in the speed signal it is not suitable
to use differentiation unless the signal is averaged over several points. The speed
is therefore set constant. Since the final speed Ntarget is assumed to be known
for a certain gear-shift and the acceleration is assumed constant Newton’s second
law of motion yields the relation in Equation 4.1.

Me = Jeng

Ntarget − Nactual
tsync

!
(4.1)

Where Jeng is the moment of inertia of the decoupled engine. Here the torque
could be known if the shifting strategy were known. Since this implementation
assumes it is not, the sync time must be assumed to be known and is set as a tuning parameter. Examinations of recorded gear-shifts show that sync times keep
within certain limits, with a few exceptions. This yields the speed profile of the
ramp. The speed after reaching the target speed can be assumed constant or to
resume to the previously held acceleration. For evaluation, the five speed reference profiles are plotted against the real speed with the same initial conditions
as the simulations are intended to run. Out of several tested gear-shifts, two are
plotted in Figure 4.2 next to their respective torque profile.

4.3.2

Torque Profile

Starting at the initial condition the torque needs to be ramped down to zero. The
ramp derivative is calibrated for individual truck configurations and adapted to
situational parameters. In the model this calibrated data is used together with
situational factors such as pedal position and current gear.
At the sync phase, a certain torque will be demanded in order to ramp the engine
to the target speed, either positive torque or brake torque translated into exhaust
gas brake actuation for down-shifts and up-shifts respectively. This depends on
how fast the gear-shift needs to be performed. As previously mentioned, the sync
torque is not known in this implementation, which means it has to be calculated
according to Equation 4.1 given the speed profile.
Up-shifts require that no fuel is injected during sync and ideally that the exhaust gas brake is activated at a level corresponding to the negative torque demand, which is not know in this implementation. Ultimately, this means that
the same approach as used for the down-shifts could be viable for up-shifts as
well. For evaluation of the torque profiles, see Figure 4.2 where two examples
are shown next to the corresponding speed profile. Here the negative torque demands would represent up-shifts.
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Figure 4.2: Reference input model examples for two different down-shifts,
where the coloured and solid lines represent the modelled torque (lower)
and speed reference inputs (upper) for each of the five engine speeds.

4.4

Sub Models

The simulation model is constituted by several sub models of control volumes
and restrictions as described in the theory in Chapter 2.2. An overview of the
sub model structure is presented in Figure 4.3, where the dynamic sub models
receive their initial conditions when starting the simulation. The following sections address the different sub models in respect to their modelling strategy, final
structure and validation process.

4.4.1

Intake Manifold

At the core of the model, the intake manifold is modelled as an isothermal control
volume with filling and emptying dynamics according to equations 2.8 and 2.9,
where the temperature is assumed to stay constant during the simulation. This
assumption is helped by the fact that the intercooler is able to smooth out temperature fluctuations in the compressor outflow. The compressor air mass flow gives
the in flow and the cylinder air mass flow sets the out flow, while the current state
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Figure 4.3: Sub model structure overview, where arrows indicate main dependencies.

in the intake manifold sets the conditions for both models to operate from. At the
end of the gear-shift simulation, this model yields the final boost pressure.

4.4.2

Cylinder Air Mass Flow

Using Equation 2.30, the air mass flow into the cylinder and out of the intake
manifold can be calculated. For the volumetric efficiency ηvol a static look-up
table for engine speed dependency is used. This look-up table uses ems-specific
calibrated data.
The air mass flow sub model is validated against an ems-model signal based on
intake manifold pressure measurements. Since the models are identical, the only
discrepancy lies in volumetric efficiency. The existing ems-function uses a lookup table with correction based on load and pressure ratios. A simpler method is
to use only the basic look-up table. Although these in most cases produce similar
results, there is a large difference for exhaust gas braking where exhaust back
pressure peaks. The validation plot is shown in Figure 4.4, in which the final
model using the map follows well even though there is a difference in volumetric
efficiency.

4.4.3

Torque Components

The torque model is based on Equation 2.31, where the left hand side is the demanded output. To calculate the specific losses, mapped data available in the
ems to match fuel injection to total torque consumption is used. Here, variables
such as engine speed, engine temperature, boost pressure and exhaust pressure,
which are all available in the simulation model, are inputs to the static maps.
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Figure 4.4: Air mass flow validation plot, for model using mapped volumetric efficiency and corrected volumetric efficiency.
Losses

The losses are validated against modelled ems-signals using the same basic maps,
and show an overall good fit. However, some discrepancy is found for the pumping losses, which leaves a slight offset of roughly a N m in the total losses. With
this as correction, the losses align better during gear-shifts as seen in Figure 4.5.
The slight delay seen at the peaks during exhaust gas break can be traced to the
filtration of the exhaust gas sensor signal. Since the offset is different for the two
tested trucks it can only be used for simulation testing, whereas for final implementation it is more suitable to use the original ems-functions, where the exhaust
pressure is used unfiltered.

Torque [Nm]

Gear-shift
EMS-signal
Model

Time [s]

Figure 4.5: Total cylinder losses.
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Auxiliary Equipment

Apart from the losses in the cylinder, the torque consumption from the auxiliary
devices needs to be taken into account. There are several systems powered by the
engine, such as the cooling fan, air compressor, water pump, generator and air
conditioning compressor. To model these components for the purpose of determining fuel injection during gear-shift, the same approach of using mapped data
from torque calculations is applied.

Torque [Nm]

However, not all units necessarily run at all times but are controlled by separate control systems that check reference signals for when to activate or at which
load to operate. This makes predictable modelling a larger issue since the model
would need to consider for instance brake pressure system refilling and when
the driver wishes to activate air conditioning. Therefore they are here assumed
to remain either deactivated or activated throughout the simulation depending
on their state at the simulation initiation. This approach introduces a possible
deviation in case any system activates or deactivates during the gear-shift. In
Figure 4.6 it can be seen how total aggregate consumption varies over time. The
air compressor is in this case not included in the model but would as seen add
roughly b N m.

Gear-shift
EMS-signal
Model

Time [s]

Figure 4.6: Auxiliary equipment torque consumption ems-signal plotted
with model where the air compressor is omitted.
The maximum possible deviation from the binary assumption above sums up to
about c N m if both air compressor and air conditioning suddenly activate during
gear-shift for the tested engine configuration. If the assumption is taken further
by fixating the otherwise speed dependent load, to stay constant during gear-shift
the additional maximum possible deviation is about d N m. That is if there is a
gear-shift from the lowest engine speeds to the highest. The occurrence of maximum possible deviation in one gear-shift is therefore unlikely but would finally
affect the exhaust temperature outcome which is explained further in Section
4.4.5.
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4.4.4

Fuel Mass Flow

Summing the total work from the cylinder the fuel mass flow can be calculated
with Equation 2.32. Given the demanded torque and engine speed, a look-up
table returns the desired amount of injected fuel at each stroke. This accounts
for the engine’s ability to produce work on the piston from the chemical energy
in the fuel.
The actual fuel injection is based on the same map, but as in before mentioned
cases, there are more complex ems-functions to use that correct the mapped data
to additional parameters, such as injection timing for instance. However, using
the basic map as seen in the validation plot in Figure 4.7 gives a good fit for
gear-shifts and deviates only slightly at the high load where injection timing is
unmatched.

Mass Flow [kg/s]

Gear-shift
EMS-Model
Model

Time [s]

Figure 4.7: Fuel injection model

4.4.5

Exhaust Gas Temperature

The model for exhaust gas temperature uses Equation 2.35, where the parameter
kT is fitted to experimental data using a least square method that creates a surface
based on fuel flow and engine speed.
An improvement made to the linear model for kT is to split the load range into
high and low loads respectively, which results in two separate linear regions. This
is required since the temperature model needs to operate at a wide range of loads.
To design these linear regions one must first decide which points to include in
the least square estimation for each region and second where to draw the line for
which amount of fuel to be considered as high or low load. These decisions can
be seen as tuning choices and result in two sets of the parameters ke , kN and kf .
The plots in Figure 4.8 are 2D projections of the original 3D space. The left
plot shows how the linear regions are fitted with the calculated data points in
the fuel flow/parameter-plane (x/z-plane) for a certain segment of engine speed.
The right plot shows only high loads in the engine speed/parameter-plane (y/zplane), which corresponds to about the right 2/3 part of the left plot. For the
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Figure 4.8: 2D-plots of the linear region separation. To the left the third
dimension engine speed is fixed around one certain speed for visualisation.
The dividing point is chosen to where the low and high load regions intersect. To the right, only the high load points are shown.
validation against the corresponding ems model seen in Figure 4.9. It can be
seen that the linear temperature model in some high load points deviates almost
e K, but overall has a good fit. It is clear that the simplification of linearising the
temperature behaviour will generate wrong estimations at some points, and the
impact of this is to be investigated in the simulation evaluation in Section 5.2.3.

Temperature [K]

Gear-shift
EMS Model
Model

Time [s]

Figure 4.9: Exhaust temperature time plot for three gear-shift cases.
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4.4.6

Exhaust Manifold

Similar to the intake manifold, the exhaust manifold is modelled as an dynamic
isothermal control volume. The exhaust mass flow out of the engine as inflow
and a mass flow model for the turbocharger as outflow constitute the filling and
emptying dynamics of the manifold. As manifold temperature, the modelled exhaust temperature is assumed to be representative for the entire volume and not
change during the transport through it. This simplification neglects the temperature dynamics in the manifold completely, and the main reason for this is that it
is difficult to validate such dynamics without proper sensors.

4.4.7

Turbocharger

The turbocharger model is divided into the three main components; turbine, compressor and connecting shaft. The turbine and compressor have static models
that connect through the dynamic power balance of the shaft given by Equation
2.20. The components powers are modelled using equations 2.23-2.26, where the
mass flow models are described in the sections below.
For the efficiencies of both components there exists models and lookup tables
that work well for steady state operating points. However, in this implementation, the compressor efficiency ηc as well as the turbine efficiency ηt has been
assumed constant to act as a tuning parameter in the simulations. These must be
tuned in accordance with each other since both have similar effects on the overall
performance of the simulations.
Compressor

Here a compressor map is used to extract the mass flow given the pressure ratio
over the compressor and the turbocharger speed from the shaft dynamics. This
look-up table is originally stored in the ems to interpolate a turbocharger speed
given pressure ratio and mass flow since the latter can be either measured or
modelled from other live measurements. In this case the table has to be inverted
in order to extract the mass flow.
Turbine

The turbine mass flow is modelled using a non physical model suggested in Eriksson and Nielsen [2014] based solely on pressure ratio Πt , as follows in Equation 4.2.
q
k
ṁt = k1 1 − Πt 2

(4.2)

Where parameters k1 and k2 initially can be fitted using a least square method.
Here the Matlab function lscurvefit is used to fit the parameters to the exhaust
mass flow and pressure ratio between exhaust manifold pressure and ambient
pressure. To keep in mind here is that this model does not by itself consider the
effect of the exhaust gas brake, which is further explained in the Section 4.4.8.
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Mass Flow [kg/s]

The parametrization does therefore not consider data points when the exhaust
gas brake is active, which yields the curve shown in Figure 4.10. Some necessary
adjustments to this parametrization are addressed in Section 4.5.

EMS-Model (Gear-shift)
EMS-Model
Model

Inverted Pressure Ratio [-]

Figure 4.10: Model of turbine mass flow based on pressure ratio. The model
follows the green points that account for gear-shifts when the exhaust gas
brake is not active. The black points correspond to loads over a certain level
to show the distribution of normal operating points.

4.4.8

Exhaust Gas Brake

There are two main issues in implementing the exhaust gas brake in the simulation model. The first is the complex relation between demanded actuation and
actual actuation, which depends on the component characteristics and current
operating conditions. The second issue is that of modelling predictably. In order
to model the actuation during simulation it has to be known what level of actuation will be demanded, which essentially depends on how fast the gms requests
to perform the gear-shift.
That being stated, to properly model the turbine mass flow during exhaust gas
brake, it is necessary to model the actual pressure ratio over the turbine. The
exhaust gas brake will, when closing, raise the exhaust back pressure and consequently bring down the pressure ratio over the turbine, which lowers the flow
past it. In Figure 4.11, this is illustrated in a plot similar to the one in Figure
4.10. Now, since the turbine mass flow model uses the ratio between ambient
and exhaust manifold the raising of exhaust manifold pressure would yield a
higher flow (which can be imagined if the pressure ratio in Figure 4.11 were to
be translated to mass flow using the model in Figure 4.10).
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Mass Flow [kg/s]

Exhaust Brake
During Gear-shift

Inverted Pressure Ratio [-]

Figure 4.11: Turbine mass flow based on pressure ratio during exhaust gas
brake. The green crosses indicate actuation during gear-shifts. Some margin
of error in finding the correct points is expected due to difficulties in sorting
out the short actuation impulses.

Currently, there is no model implemented to remedy this and the effects of completely disregarding the exhaust gas brake are investigated in the simulation validations in Section 4.5.1. However, it was tested to adjust the mass flow model
under the assumption that the requested brake level were known. As presented
in Section 2.2.5, it is possible to model the mass flow in a throttling mechanism
through equations 2.14-2.17. First, during these tests a model based on a second order filter is applied to the recorded pressure demand signal. This yields
an exhaust manifold pressure behaviour similar to the measured one, with deviations due to afore mentioned reasons. Treating this as the demanded pressure
signal, possible delays and irregularities are omitted. This new demand signal
can then be used to find a model for the effective open area Aef f as a function of
the demanded pressure.

Measured A eff
A eff Model Scale 1
A eff Model Scale 2

A eff

A eff Model Scale 3

Inverted Pressure Ratio [-]

Figure 4.12: Exhaust gas brake effective opening area.
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The model in Figure 4.12 is determined by postulating a curve shape and determining its parameters using a curve fitting tool in Matlab with calculated Aef f .
With this, the turbine mass flow can be assumed equal to the exhaust gas brake
flow during its activation. A probably necessary adjustment to this model in a
future implementation is to scale the curve to current conditions with one of the
parameters. This is illustrated with three differently scaled curves in Figure 4.12,
this is however not fully investigated.

4.4.9

Waste Gate

The waste gate will also affect the turbine mass flow during activation and should
therefore be taken into account. When active, the pressure in the exhaust manifold will not only feed the turbine mass flow but also push a mass flow leakage
through the waste gate and thereby decrease the power to the turbine. To model
the waste gate Equation 2.14 is used. The modelling issues are here similar to
those mentioned for the exhaust gas brake. The delay in the actuation is modelled with a second order filter applied to the signal of the actuator current level
and an assumed proportionality between current and opened orifice area. Since
the waste gate is set to open at a certain level below maximum torque this parameter can be used to model the current signal.

Current/Actuation [A/-]

EMS Current
Model Actuation
Area (Norm)

Time [s]

Figure 4.13: Model of waste gate actuation, where the opening area is normalized to fit the plot. Here the waste gate starts partly open, reaches the
fully open state and closes as the signal drops below the limit value.
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The principle of the simulation itself is based on a filling and emptying cycle
that sequentially steps through the dynamics of the engine gas path. Explained
in Figure 4.14 is the the loop performed once each time increment and repeated
until the gear-shift ends.

Figure 4.14: Simulation strategy, where the circles represent states of control
volumes that are determined by the filling or emptying through the restrictions represented by the green or red arrows respectively.
By starting at the given initial conditions for the intake manifold and using it for
calculating the engine airflow, the second intake manifold state is found. Using
that state and the initial exhaust manifold state, the combustion can be calculated
in terms of exhaust temperature and exhaust mass flow. Further applying the
same approach for the following control volumes and restrictions the cycle is
completed and can be repeated for as long as reference signals are available.
The simulation model is initially developed in a Matlab script where all states
and flows are calculated and then looped through the given reference signals. In
this way, the simulation results can be plotted against the data sets gathered in
the experiments. The pressure dynamics in both exhaust and intake manifold
are here compared to the filtered sensor signals, while the turbocharger speed
dynamics is compared to an ems-model based on the compressor map.

4.5.1

Sub Model Validation and Tuning

The first step of validating the simulation model is to use the measured speed
and actual torque demand signals as inputs for several gear-shifts of different
types. An example of a simulated gear-shift is shown in Figure 4.15, where the
pressure and turbo dynamics can be analysed together with sub models and reference signals. From these types of plots it is possible to draw conclusions on
the sub models actual performances to tune them appropriately. Important to
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Figure 4.15: Example of a simulation plot where the sub model signals (solid
lines) are plotted against measured signals (dashed lines). Except for the
pressures, the rest of the signals are scaled to fit the plot.

consider is that tuning of parameters must be valid for all cases or rely on interchangeable or adaptive schemes that suit the actual case. These of course can
only be based on information known before simulation initiation.
Exhaust Temperature

Torque
Exhaust p
Turbo
Exh T

Time [s]

Pressure [Pa], Temperature [K]
Torque [Nm], Angular Speed [rpm]

Pressure [Pa], Temperature [K]
Torque [Nm], Angular Speed [rpm]

Following the exhaust pressure signal in Figure 4.16, the impact of exhaust temperature rise can be noticed in the synchronization phase. In order to fit the
non-dynamic model to the exhaust manifold pressure dynamics a time delay of
10ms is added to the temperature model, which physically accounts for some part
of the inertia in the manifold volume.

Time [s]

Figure 4.16: Effects of including a delay to the exhaust temperature model.
The left plot shows the initial offset in the exhaust pressure and the right
shows the adjustment. Dashed lines represent measurement references.
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Exhaust Gas Brake and Waste Gate

As can be seen in the two plots to the left in Figure 4.17, the exhaust manifold
pressure does not follow the measurement signal at all in the sync phase. The
modelled signal is however more correct in terms of pressure ratio over the turbine, but still too high since the ratio should be close to one. Though without any
exhaust gas brake model, the simulation fails to represent a small but noticeable
drop in turbocharger speed and thereby boost pressure.
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Figure 4.17: Effects of including the waste gate model into the simulation
for an up-shift to the left and a down-shift to the right. Above are simulations without the waste gate model and below with ii included. Dashed lines
represent measurement references.
The exhaust pressure curve also gives away the effects of the waste gate actuation, which is seen as a small drop in both the left and right case in Figure
4.17. In the beginning of the down ramp this temporary drop can be seen that
is due to a short impulsive opening of the waste gate when suddenly dropping
the torque demand. Including the waste gate model yields the lower plots, where
the turbocharger speed and boost pressure have been stabilised as well. The difficulties with modelling the waste gate can be identified by noticing the irregular
behaviour of the exhaust pressure in the resulting plots. The simulation results
and overall performance of waste gate model usage are presented in Section 5.2.
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Turbine Mass Flow Parameter

In the implementation of the simulation strategy the turbine flow is determined
before the emptying of the manifold when the pressure is temporarily at a high
state, see Section 4.5 and Figure 4.14. This means that the factorial parameter k1
needs to be considerably lower than when parametrizing with static data points
to yield the correct pressure dynamics. The solution to this is to fit the parameter
to initial conditions when initiating the simulation. This includes the effects of
the waste gate in case it is active at initiation.

Exhaust p
Turbo
Torque
Eng Speed

Pressure [Pa], Temperature [K],
Angular Speed [rpm], Torque [Nm]

Pressure [Pa], Temperature [K],
Angular Speed [rpm], Torque [Nm]

A further adaptation that was found necessary to implement is to adjust the
model for speed dependency. One theory presented in Eriksson and Nielsen
[2014] suggests adding a speed dependent stagnation pressure, although here
a speed dependent offset added to the factorial parameter k1 has been found to
amend the issue. The improving effects can be seen in the right plot in Figure
4.18.

Time [s]

Time [s]

Figure 4.18: Improving effects (right plot) of including a speed dependent
offset to the parameter k1 in the turbine mass flow model. Dashed lines
represent measurement references.
Compressor and Turbine Efficiencies

The efficiencies of compressor and turbine have be used as tuning parameters
to adjust the dynamic behaviour. Essentially, this either gives overall higher or
lower pressure values due to higher or lower turbocharger speeds. To tune these
values, simulations for several gear-shifts were performed and compared. For
both, suitable efficiency values lie around 0.7 ± 0.05.

4.5.2

Simulation with Reference Input Model

The second step is to include the reference input model. This adds an uncertainty
since much of the data used in the original ramp adaptations are not available to
the reference input model. The discrepancies shown in Figure 4.2, which for
some cases are larger, constitute a major contribution to estimation errors. A
complete simulation using these modelled reference inputs is shown in Figure
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4.19, were the results at each engine speed for one gear-shift are plotted together.
As the purple speed line for 1500rpm matches the real target speed, it is also the
purple boost pressure curve that will represent the final result at the descending
flank of the dashed gear-shift line. In other cases, interpolation of the boost pressures along the gear-shift line given a target speed would yield the final boost
pressure.

Time [s]

Figure 4.19: Complete simulation of the five engine speeds, with boost pressure results to the left and their corresponding engine speeds to the right.
Dashed lines represent measurement references.
At this stage however, it is more difficult to tune sub models since qualitative examinations get more complicated as seen in Figure 4.19. It is here easier to turn
to quantitative methods, both for analytical reasons and visualisation. To do this,
the five final boost pressures at the end of the gear-shift are picked out of the
simulation and interpolated using the correct engine speed. These are also interesting to compare with the same results for the simulations with measured inputs.
These are presented as statistical results in the simulation results in Section 5.2.
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Results and Discussion

This chapter presents all results from the thesis. Starting with the analysed statistical results from the experiments and continuing with the results from the
modelling and implementation thereof, to finish with the performance and tolerance analysis of the implementation.

5.1

Experiments

Here the statistical results of the experiments are presented. In order to sort out
statistical data from gear-shifts according to certain parameters a script developed to go through all experimental data was used. From this several parameters
were extracted to be plotted for analysis out of which the few most interesting are
presented here. In the plots, the points each represent a gear-shift, where colours
and markers indicate how many gears were shifted.
The gear-shifts were sorted out to represent high load and critical situations
which are the most relevant ones. To do this, smoke limited gear-shifts were
picked. As mentioned in Chapter 3, there were some deviations possibly affecting the data collection that one should be aware of when looking at the plots.
Especially that down-shifts at high loads are much fewer, which makes statistical confidence lower, and also that the recordings with the truck Bolsena were
recorded with an unintended waste gate actuation, which is probable to have
affected the boost pressure behaviour.
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Impact on Total Shift Time

As stated early in the report the boost pressure affects the torque response, which
for gear-shifts has impact on the time to return to demanded torque. To show
this, the final boost pressure (right before on-ramping) has been plotted against
the total time of the gear-shift (when demanded torque is retained) in Figure 5.1.
The four plots present results for the two tested truck configurations and up and
down-shifts respectively. Clearly shown for all cases, is that a gear-shift takes
longer time to perform if the boost pressure is lower.

Shift Time [s]

1-step shift
2-step shift
Other

Final Pressure [mbar]

Final Pressure [mbar]

Shift Time [s]

1-step shift
2-step shift
Other

Final Pressure [mbar]

Final Pressure [mbar]

Figure 5.1: Total shift time plotted against final pressure for up-shifts (left)
and down-shifts (right) for Clint (upper) and Bolsena (lower) respectively.
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5.1.2

Boost Pressure Drop

To examine reasons for the pressure drop several collected parameters were plotted against it. Below follows results of two examples of chosen parameters.
Initial Pressure

The following four plots shown in Figure 5.2 show the drop in boost pressure
plotted against the pressure at the beginning of the gear-shift in the same layout
as before. Notable here is the linear dependence of the initial pressure. Although
the down-shift have much less recorded data points, especially for the lighter
truck, a linear dependence is likely. From a practical point of view, this means
that given the initial pressure it is possible to, within a certain confidence interval,
predict the final boost pressure.

Pressure Drop [mbar]

1-step shift
2-step shift
Other

Initial Pressure [mbar]

Initial Pressure [mbar]

Pressure Drop [mbar]

1-step shift
2-step shift
Other

Initial Pressure [mbar]

Initial Pressure [mbar]

Figure 5.2: Pressure drop plotted against initial pressure for up-shifts (left)
and down-shifts (right) for Clint (upper) and Bolsena (lower) respectively.
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Shift Time

In the second set of plots shown in Figure 5.3 the same boost pressure drop is
plotted against the time until the on-ramp, which is not to be confused with the
total gear-shift time. Here the relation is less obvious, thereby stating that the
time a gear-shift takes to perform is not directly affecting how much the pressure
drops. However, the distribution of markers indicate that number of shifted steps
is related to both the gear-shift time and pressure drop. Since the ramping time
of engine speed depends on both strategy and final engine speed, i.e. how many
steps are to be shifted this result is expected.
Also to be kept in mind while reviewing these results is that many of the parameters are strongly interconnected, for instance that the strategy for selecting gears
depend on the situation. As can be seen in Figure 5.3 it is natural for the system to perform smaller shifting steps if the load is high and thus also the boost
pressure, which as seen in Figure 5.2, leads to a larger pressure drop.
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Figure 5.3: Pressure drop plotted against shift time for up-shifts (left) and
down-shifts (right) for Clint (upper) and Bolsena (lower) respectively.
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Here the results from the simulations are presented in a statistical sense. Several
time segments during gear-shifts are sorted out from the data sets acquired in the
experiments by the same method as when presenting experimental results. This
also means that only high load gear-shifts have been selected. Similarly to when
manually picking out gear-shifts, the measured data is used to compare simulation results. By calculating the actual pressure drop and comparing it to the
simulated pressure drop, it is possible to quantitatively assess the performance
of multiple simulations in one plot.
This section aims to present a systematic evaluation of the simulation model performance before final implementation, which includes evaluation in terms of robustness based on identified sources of error that could affect its performance.
Later on, this can be used as a basis for performance tuning and helps diagnosing
possible errors in the final implementation.
There are several possible deviations that might affect the outcome of a model.
In general, these are either input errors from for instance sensors or modelling
uncertainties such as simplifications and faulty assumptions. This model relies
on input data for a few initial conditions such as intake and exhaust manifold
pressures and temperatures, turbocharger speed, demanded torque and engine
speed. In Section 5.2.5, it is investigated what impact deviations in these inputs
have on the model output, i.e. the sensitivity to deviations in the input parameters. As to the modelling, some main issues have been discussed already, and are
subject of the performance analysis in Section 5.2.2.

5.2.1

Evaluation Method

It is important to be aware of how the chosen evaluation method works, since
itself can alter the resulting outcome. This needs to be taken into account for
both measured reference inputs and when using modelled reference inputs.
As seen in the simulation plots, for instance the example plot in Figure 4.15, there
is a point where the boost pressure intersects the gear-shift descending flank.
This is where the boost pressure is interpreted as final before the engine starts
to deliver torque again. As also seen is that the boost pressure can continue to
drop after this, which means that this chosen point is not always perfectly representative for the purpose of this model.
What more to be aware of is that the method, if seen as a method of evaluating
the performance of the model, does not consider the overall performance but
only the fit at a certain point of the simulation. The result is thereby presented
independently of how well the model actually follows the measured trace. A bad
simulation could still produce a good result if the model intersects the actual
value at the correct point. This means that tuning parameters using these more
quantitative methods has the drawback of not being able to ensure that the entire
model behaviour improves, and could turn out to just tune this intersection point
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closer to the chosen evaluation point. It can however be discussed how relevant
trace following is, since the sought result is only a final boost pressure value.

5.2.2

Model Performance

Initially, the simulations using the measured inputs are presented in Figure 5.4.
These results are considered as a best case scenario and will serve as comparison basis for the following sensitivity analyses. It can be seen that down-shifts
are better estimated than up-shifts, which not always are estimated within the
limits observed from the experimental results. As a measure of the simulation
precision the rms (root-mean-square) deviations are calculated and presented as
a summary of all tested cases in Table 5.1.

Relative Deviation [%]

Deviation [mbar]

Figure 5.4: Histogram of simulation results in terms of deviation distribution using measured reference inputs.
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Figure 5.5: Simulation deviations dependence of engine speed difference.
Although the down-shifts are fewer, it is clear that their estimation accuracy is far
better than for up-shifts. The reason for this is not fully investigated, but might
be connected to the exclusion of the exhaust gas brake model. Supporting this
theory is the fact that it was also identified that the deviations hide a dependency
of speed difference, which affects the exhaust gas brake usage. However, there is
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a subtle speed dependency for down-shifts as well. This can be seen in Figure 5.5,
where the deviations are plotted against absolute speed difference. The difference
in speed also correlates to how many gears are shifted.
Waste Gate

As the waste gate model has some clear flaws due to modelling complications, it is
interesting to study what the final effects to the estimation are when disregarding
the waste gate. These simulation results are plotted in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Histogram of simulation results in terms of deviation distribution using measured reference inputs and disregarding the waste gate model.

Relative Deviation [%]

Deviation [mbar]

It can be deducted that excluding the waste gate has a slight effect of underestimating the pressure drop, thus overestimating the boost pressure, which is reasonable since bypassing exhaust gas past the turbine lowers the power to the
system. Furthermore, the down-shifts continue to be more accurately estimated
and the same speed dependency seen in Figure 5.5 is still there.
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Figure 5.7: Simulation deviations dependence of engine speed difference
when disregarding the waste gate model.
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Modelled Reference Inputs

It can be assumed that the reference input modelling uncertainty due to limited
gear-shift information is source to deviations in the final output. By interpolating
the final pressure the results can be plotted in the same manner as before to se
what general effects these modelling uncertainties may have. In this case ηc and
ηt were lowered in order to center all points around zero, which indicates that
these simulations tend to underestimate the pressure drop (and overestimating
the boost pressure). In figure 5.9 and 5.8 results are presented.

Relative Deviation [%]

Deviation [mbar]

Figure 5.8: Histogram of simulation results in terms of deviation distribution using modelled reference inputs.
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Figure 5.9: Simulation deviations dependence of engine speed difference using modelled reference inputs.
Surprisingly, these results indicate that simulations with modelled input references return slightly better up-shift estimations but far worse down-shift estimations.
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Modelled Reference Inputs Without Waste Gate

For sake of completion the two latter test were combined to see if the waste gate
model still has the same impact on the modelled reference inputs. These results
are presented in figure 5.9 and 5.8. Here, there is less impact of excluding the
waste gate than when using the measured signals as inputs.

Relative Deviation [%]

Deviation [mbar]

Figure 5.10: Histogram of simulation results in terms of deviation distribution using measured reference inputs and disregarding the waste gate model.
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Figure 5.11: Simulation deviations dependence of engine speed difference
using modelled reference inputs and disregarding the waste gate model.
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Table 5.1: Summary of results in terms of rms deviations of boost pressure
drop for simulation cases, for up-shifts (US) and down-shifts (DS) respectively.

5.2.3

Simulation

RMSD US

RMSD DS

Measurement Inputs with WG
Measurement Inputs without WG
Modelled Inputs with WG
Modelled Inputs without WG

~100mbar
~150mbar
~100mbar
~100mbar

~50mbar
~50mbar
~100mbar
~100mbar

Sensitivity to Modelling Inaccuracies

As identified in the modelling chapter in Section 4.4.5 the fit of the linear exhaust
temperature model is not very good and is likely to produce deviations in the
simulations. It is therefore interesting to investigate how much influence this
modelling error might have compared to a nominal case, here set to the case with
measurement inputs without waste gate.

Pressure [Pa], Angular Speed [rpm], Temperature [K]

Deducted from the theory and the plots of the linear model, a possible error
has the most influence for higher load regions, since the temperature is based
on amount of fuel injected. Temperature deviations during the entire gear-shift
are therefore tested for several gear-shifts and compared to their corresponding
nominal case. The method and resulting outputs is illustrated for one downwards
gear-shift in Figure 5.12. The total results are presented in Table 5.2 where the
rms deviations are summarized.

Gear-shift
Boost p
Exhaust p
Turbo
Exh T

Time [s]

Figure 5.12: Example of simulation sensitivity to temperature deviations.
Dashed lines are nominal values and the solid lines are positive and negative
deviations from their respective nominal value.
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Table 5.2: Results for temperature offset with resulting rms deviation of
boost pressure drop from nominal result for up-shifts (US) and down-shifts
(DS) respectively. A negative pressure drop rms deviation means that the
boost pressure is underestimated and vice versa.
Simulation

RMSD US

Worst Case

~+125mbar
~−100mbar
~+50mbar
~−50mbar

Realistic Case

RMSD DS
~+125mbar
~−100mbar
~+50mbar
~−50mbar

Torque Demand Deviations

Deviations in torque demand influences fuel injection and thereby the exhaust
temperature estimation. The modelling simplification of assuming the auxiliary
systems to maintain their initial value constant during a gear-shift was assessed
to a worst case scenario, which would then include the change in engine speed
in a maximum range gear-shift. In the same way as before, simulations with
the deviations are compared to the nominal case to see how they would affect
the pressure drop estimation. Both the worst case deviation and a more likely
deviation that could derive from other sources as well, such as badly constructed
reference inputs, are tested and presented in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Results for torque demand offset with resulting rms deviation of
boost pressure drop from nominal result for up-shifts (US) and down-shifts
(DS) respectively.
Simulation

RMSD US

RMSD DS

Worst Case

~+50mbar
~−25mbar
~+25mbar
~−25mbar

~+50mbar
~−50mbar
~+25mbar
~−25mbar

Realistic Case

5.2.4

Sensitivity to Parameter Changes and Calibration

The parametrized models are fitted to experimental data for one certain truck, in
this case the 6-cylinder truck Clint. If not manually recalibrated for other engine
configurations it is a possible source of deviation. As a measure of robustness, it
is tested what deviation is inflicted to the nominal case of Clint if using parameters in the linear exhaust temperature model originally fitted to data from the
5-cylinder truck Bolsena. Results are shown in 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Results for parameter changes in terms of rms deviations of boost
pressure drop for comparison cases, for up-shifts (US) and down-shifts (DS)
respectively.
Comparison

RMSD US

RMSD DS

To Nominal Case
To Measured Result
Nominal to Measured Result

~−25mbar
~125mbar
~150mbar

~−75mbar
~50mbar
~50mbar

Remarkable here is that using the parameters fitted for Bolsena yields a better
overall rms deviation, than those fitted for the actual engine configuration. What
can be deducted however is that the 5-cylinder truck parameters tend to estimate
a lower temperature since the pressure drop deviation is negative. The most
probable cause for the better fit is that the nominal case is slightly off center
and would benefit from retuning the turbocharger efficiencies.
Turbocharger Efficiencies

Mainly as a support for tuning it is interesting to see how changes of the turbocharger efficiencies ηc and ηt affect the output. As mentioned in the previous
section, there might be room for optimization in setting these parameters. Below
in Table 5.5 are results for upwards and downwards change in both parameters.

Table 5.5: Efficiency offsets with resulting rms deviation of boost pressure
drop from nominal case (NC) and measured result (MR) for up-shifts (US)
and down-shifts (DS) respectively.
Case
NC

Parameter

RMSD US

RMSD DS

ηc

~+50mbar
~−50mbar
~+50mbar
~−25mbar
~150mbar
~125mbar
~150mbar
~125mbar
~150mbar

~+50mbar
~−50mbar
~+50mbar
~−25mbar
~100mbar
~50mbar
~100mbar
~50mbar
~50mbar

ηt
MR

ηc
ηt

Reference

-

As the table shows, the model is more sensitive to changes in the compressor efficiency ηc . Furthermore, it is shown that a decrease in either one of the parameters
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would improve the deviation from the measured results when using nominal values.

5.2.5

Sensitivity to Input Deviations

Input sensitivity is tested by assuming reasonable deviations to sensors and emssignals. These deviations are summarized as offsets to initial conditions as seen in
Table 5.6. Manifold sensors are considered to be relatively accurate within their
usual operating range. The exhaust temperature input uses an ems-model which
when used as a turbine temperature is likely to deviate considerably depending
on operating point, and specially in transient conditions. Its inaccuracy is therefore assumed relatively high. Likewise, the turbocharger speed is model based,
and therefore this input inaccuracy is assumed high to account for sub optimal
operating points.
Since the usage of modelled reference inputs is considered a quite sporadic source
of error the following analyses are performed using simulations with measured
reference inputs as nominal case. The resulting deviations are presented together
with the tested offsets in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Initial parameter offsets with resulting rms deviation of boost
pressure drop from nominal result for up-shifts (US) and down-shifts (DS)
respectively.
Input Parameter

RMSD US

RMSD DS

pim
pem
Tim
Tem
ωtc
ωtc

~∓50mbar
~±25mbar
~∓0mbar
~±25mbar
~+25mbar
~−0mbar

~∓50mbar
~±25mbar
~∓0mbar
~±0mbar
~+25mbar
~−25mbar

As can be deducted from the results is that a deviation in the boost pressure input
would have largest impact on the result. At first glance this is not very surprising
since the deviation is set to the parameter at which the result is evaluated. However, quite counter intuitively, a positive initial offset leads to a negative final
deviation. On the other hand, this is exactly what was shown in the experimental
results, that a higher initial boost pressure yields a higher drop, and thus a lower
final boost pressure.
Furthermore, it can be seen that offsets to either the exhaust manifold pressure or
temperature gives a larger pressure drop, which is also true for the turbocharger
speed. This is reasonable since this means that the turbocharger will have more
energy to keep the boost pressure up during the gear-shift.
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Implementation in ECU for Vehicle Testing

As the next step of the implementation, the original Matlab code was implemented in Simulink to be code generated into C-code to be run in the ecu software. This part of the work was carried out by engineers at Scania parallel to
finalizing the model evaluation due to shortage of time.
The following tests with the resulting implementation in the ecu of a heavy duty
truck did however not turn out as originally planned during the time of this
thesis. Initial test resulted in ecu-resets due to soaring computational load for
engine speeds just above idling. The specific reason for this was not definitely
established but is probably a result of time shortage while translating the Matlab
code into executable ecu-code, since such environments are far stricter and more
demanding in terms of robustness than pc-environments.
Further tests were carried out on ecu-hardware in simulated test environments
on bench where the model module’s used processing power was investigated. As
a first indication of the current load it was estimated that the module accounted
for almost 10% of the total calculation load for a certain partition. This is considered as a quite large load for a single module. It should however be kept in mind
that the module in this condition had not been optimized in terms of computational efficiency and it can be assumed that the processor load with further work
could be considerably reduced.
These ecu-tests did, during the time of thesis, not produce any results that were
comparable to simulations carried out on pc.

5.4

Summary

The evaluation of the simulation results shows that the model using measured
inputs estimates boost pressure drops within ~200mbar for the 95th percentile
with rms deviations of ~100mbar and ~50mbar for up-shifts and down-shifts
respectively. The corresponding values when using modelled reference inputs,
which must be used in further implementations, are ~200mbar for the 95th percentile with rms deviations of ~100mbar and ~100mbar for up-shifts and downshifts respectively. Concluding, this shows that the model is more than capable
of returning values that are better estimated than when just looking at the experimental results. This is true for all cases, such as disregarding the waste gate
model and using modelled reference input.
Plotting the deviations against speed difference, also interpreted as gear-shifting
steps, a speed dependence in the deviations can be surmised. This results in
higher deviations for larger speed differences. It is likely that for up-shifts this is
connected to the exclusion of the exhaust gas brake since larger steps in engine
speed demand more braking to reach target speed. This behaviour however is
also seen in down-shift, and is enhanced as the modelled inputs are introduced.
There might be more than one cause to this, and one further theory is that the
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speed adaptation used for the turbine mass flow is sub optimal.
As can be deducted from all tested sensitivities is that deviations in several parts
of the model have significant influence on the estimated boost pressure. Although none of the tested deviations even in their worst case are alone capable
of making the model completely unusable, several added deviations could easily sum up to large errors. The sensitivities tested showed no obvious ranges of
higher sensitivity for any tested parameter.
It should however be noted that some of the errors tested are already included in
the performance, these are typically errors from modelling inaccuracies in ems
or the developed model. Such errors are not probable to develop over time and
can thereby be assumed to in most cases sum up to a maximum deviation below
~200mbar, which is true for the 95th percentile of all cases.
Other inputs, such as from sensors (pim , pem , Tim ) could suffer from ageing and
over time develop deviations according to the tested values. Ageing might also
be a factor that affects parameter tuning for certain engine types over time. Furthermore it cannot be ruled out that some sensitivities or deviation behaviours
differ between engine configurations or individual engines.

6

Conclusions

The boost pressure behaviour during gear-shift has been investigated and documented. A predictive model of the engine dynamic gas path that estimates the
boost pressure during gear-shifts has been developed and implemented in a vehicle ecu. Implementation has been done in a way that reduces the calibration
burden to fit specific engine configurations with exception for some model parameters that need calibration. Simulations of the model on pc gives a good
estimation of the final boost pressure compared to previously used values, but
still has flaws that probably could be mended with further improvements. For
instance, some of the simplifications used in the modelling work could probably be replaced with more complex models yielding more accurate results. Here
one must bear in mind that model complexity often is a trade-off between performance and computational load.
A sensitivity analysis of the simulation model was carried out as well, where sensitivities of some modelling errors and input errors were tested. The conclusion
to be made here is that there are several parameters that can have large influence on the model output. Of the sensors, the intake manifold pressure had the
largest impact on the result. Also, possible modelling errors in the exhaust gas
temperature had relatively large influence on the boost pressure outcome.
The tests in a heavy duty truck ecu however, did not yield satisfying results during the time of the thesis. Troubleshooting on test bench did however find probable causes to some of the errors and showed promising prospects of a functional
implementation within a near future. Further results of the troubleshooting also
indicated that the processor load of the current implementation was relatively
high, which is why optimization of computational efficiency is suggested as a
relevant part of the future work.
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Conclusions

Although not being the main focus of the thesis, the development of the simulation model has yielded some indications on behaviours of the gas path dynamics.
The experimental study has confirmed that there is a strong relation between
initial pressure and pressure drop. Further it has confirmed that this drop has
large influence on gear-shift time, which means all measures that conserve boost
pressure will help reduce gear-shifting time, up to a certain point of course.
Since the model is general in terms of its physical modelling scheme it could,
given further going reference inputs, serve to estimate the boost pressure during the rest of the gear-shift along the on-ramp. Furthermore, the simulation includes prediction of several parameters that could be useful in other, completely
different purposes. These include the exhaust pressure and turbocharger speed
dynamics as well as the static exhaust temperature and turbine mass flow. Some
of these can be seen in the previously presented Figure 4.15. The model based
approach allows for simple extraction of any sought parameter used in the calculations. These should however be investigated individually before usage to see if
they meet desired accuracy levels for the intended purpose.
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